This paper proposes building knowledge-based systems using a programming system based on a very-high-level language.
then (db-put y g x)))) which is executed whenever a property is stored in the database.
(db-get x y) and (db-put x y z) are functions for retrieving from and storing into the database, respec- 
It may also be used to replace
by f -'(y)=z, which is useful, for example, when another rule is looking for z as a function of y.
Property Inheritance
This section shows how an implementation scheme can be described by stating a single invariant and the ways that it is to be maintained and used. BC derives code for each of the procedures that maintain or use the invariant from the single specification of the invariant, so all the procedures are consistent.
The type of property inheritance in this example is all members of a set having the same value for a property.
For example, if all elephants are the color grey, and Clyde is an elephant, then we can deduce that Clyde is the color grey. Using VLogic these statements are:
if z E elephants =+ color (z)=grey and Clyde E elephants then the database system should deduce that color (CIyde)=grey when asked for color(Clyde).
A scheme for doing this is for each property that has this inheritance behavior (e.g. color), to introduce a corresponding property that applies to the set as a whole (e.g. color-of-all) and connect these two properties by the property all-prop (so all-prop ( coloT )= color-of-all). This scheme can be described by the invariant:
(z E s =+ p(z)=p-of-all(S)) z all-prop(p)=p-of-all
In the following, I refer to this as the "scheme 
Choosing the second conjunct as the trigger gives the following demon procedure:
Default Inheritance
In many AI systems a variation of the above scheme is implemented in which a specific value of property for an individual may be given which conflicts with the value for the property given by the sets the individual is a member of. In other words, the property value stored on the set is a default value to be used only if a specific value for a particular individual is not known. We can express the default scheme in our logic using the DB predicate. The default inheritance scheme is basically the same as the direct scheme with an extra condition:
where I_ means undefined. MRS provides the user with a few implementation choices whereas BC provides tools for the user to speci.fy how to compile knowledge.
